
Reveal, Prioritize and Remediate Security Gaps in
AWS, Azure and GCP
From full asset discovery and deep risk analysis to runtime threat detection and compliance, 
Ermetic automates complex cloud security operations through meaningful visualization and 
step-by-step guidance. Using an identity-first approach, Ermetic dramatically reduces your 
cloud attack surface and enforces least privilege at scale.

Accelerate Organizational Security Efforts Across Teams
If yours is like most organizations today, you’ve either already begun or are finalizing the 
migration of your business applications to the cloud. A recent study shows that while the 
importance of cloud security has become clear, many organizations have trouble determining 
what they need to prioritize to move to a higher state of cloud security maturity*.

Tap into Your Inner Expert
 Find prioritized security gaps and remediate, immediately  
 Secure the complete lifecycle from development to deployment
 Leverage powerful visualizations and step-by-step remediations
 Democratize and accelerate organizational security efforts

Ermetic empowers your organizational stakeholders with pinpoint accuracy that drives precise 
risk prioritization and remediation across multicloud environments. Ramp up your security from 
development to production with an agentless solution that deploys in minutes and delivers 
actionable insights within hours.

 Holistic Protection for Infrastructure, Identities and Workloads
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Secure Cloud Infrastructure
from Development to Deployment

*Osterman Research Report: State of Cloud Security Maturity 2022

of organizations 
adopting multicloud 
strategy are operating 
at the lowest level of 
cloud security maturity*

57%
of organizations are
spending at least
$10M each year on
cloud infrastructure*

56%
of organizations do not 
have a dedicated cloud 
security team/lead*80%
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Full Stack Risk Analysis & Prioritization 
Leverage full stack analysis to surface risk – including toxic 
scenarios that can expose sensitive data – and deliver 
actionable insights.

Cloud Workload Protection (CWP)  
Scan and detect critical risks 
identifying vulnerabilities, exposed 
secrets / sensitive data, malware 
and misconfigurations across 
virtual machines, containers and 
serverless functions.

Identity-First Cloud-Native Application Protection
The Ermetic cloud-native application protection platform (CNAPP) automates complex cloud 
infrastructure security operations. It unifies full asset discovery, deep risk analysis, runtime threat 
detection and compliance reporting, combined with granular visualization and step-by-step 
guidance. Using an identity-first approach, Ermetic dramatically reduces your cloud attack 
surface and enforces least privilege at scale.

Multicloud Asset Management & 
Unified Visibility
Benefit from deep, centralized 
visibility into all of the identities, 
data, infrastructure and 
workloads in your cloud 
environment.
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Automated 
Remediation
Speed up 
remediation of 
cloud infrastructure 
risks by executing 
automated 
response actions to 
fix problems.
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Kubernetes Posture Management (KSPM)
Ensure Kubernetes clusters are secure by default or, should a 
misconfiguration be detected, proactively alert about the issues 
so relevant stakeholders can quickly mitigate them.

Governance and 
Compliance (CSPM)
Simplify cloud 
compliance with a 
single platform that 
continuously scans 
configurations and 
resources across 
clouds, identifies 
violations and 
automates 
remediation.
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IaC Security to Shift Left
Uncover misconfigurations and other risks in Infrastructure as 
Code (IaC), to harden cloud infrastructure environments as part 
of the CI/CD pipeline.

Cloud Detection and Response
Apply continuous behavioral analysis and anomaly detection to 
quickly identify and investigate cloud threats.

Secure Cloud Identities
and Entitlements (CIEM)
Surface findings that are near-
impossible to detect manually and enjoy 
precise, automated remediation.

Self-Service Just-in-Time (JIT) Access
Get speedy approval for as-needed access, minimizing the 
cloud attack surface and avoiding the risk of unrevoked 
long-standing privileges.


